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Arturia Pigments 4

Pigments 4 is a softsynth VST with the power to create any sound, from the best

mix-ready modern presets to deep custom sound design. Explore every shade of

synthesis and make your wildest sonic fantasy a full-color reality, whatever your

style.

With enhancements to practically every single module, Pigments 4 is a free update

that lets you discover your own wavelengths on an infinite spectrum of sound -

redefined, optimized, and unleashed. Here’s what’s new:

A refreshed graphical interface, a simplified Play Mode, and a higher-

contrast Light Mode.

Quick drag-and-drop modulation editing, LFO waveform presets, ODDSound

MTS-ESP microtuning compatibility, and more.

Wavetable engine ring mod, extra Harmonic engine phase options, and

streamlined Unison controls.

Introducing the MS-20 Filter, Shimmer Reverb, Super Unison, and

improvements to a number of existing effects & filters.

Discover a huge selection of new factory presets, wavetables, samples, and

noise types.
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Free for new users, and available at a discount for registered Pigments owners, this

exclusive selection of sounds explores the bold, colorful, exploratory sounds of

Pigments 4. Each bank includes 150 presets, available now on the Arturia Sound

Store.

Wavelengths Lo-fi: The chillest beatmaking palette you’ve never heard -

Uncover retro color and soothing shades of sound on a whole new spectrum,

courtesy of Pigments 4.

Wavelengths Neuro Bass: Deeper & darker frequencies that hit different -

150 presets designed to reach new levels of crushed, gnarled, earth-shaking

bass making use of the engine, filter, and FX enhancements in Pigments 4.

Wavelengths Cinematic: New shades of ambience and impact alike - Set

your scene and tell your story through sound with 150 evocative and

powerful presets for contemporary film score and library composition.

Celebrate the launch of Pigments 4 with generous introductory offers and exclusive

sounds for new and existing users alike. This update is free of charge. Plus get the

exclusive Wavelengths Bundle with 3 new sound banks for 19.90€/$ (worth

89.97€/$), or 9.90€/$ individually (worth 29.99€/$), for a limited time. The latest

version is available to buy at 99€/$ (worth 199€/$), with the Wavelengths Bundle

included at no additional cost. Registered Arturia customers will be eligible for a

personal introductory offer, and can simply login to redeem. Intro offers end on

January 4th, 2023.

www.arturia.com
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